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By Paul Lindsay

Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Condition: New. 320 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x 0.9in.Inside a
nondescript cinder-block building in Manhattan, beyond the misleading sign that reads Global Fish
and the attractive plainclothes FBI employee at the reception desk, Special Agent Nick Vanko is
running a surprisingly successful undercover operation. His bosses consider him a hard case and
the members of his squad a bunch of self-destructive freaks with disciplinary problems. But despite
the regular investigations by internal affairs, the squad is capable of doing real Bureau work.
Theyve been chipping away at the Brooklyn mob, where their prime target, the dons anointed capo,
Mike Parisi, is in the middle of a bitter power struggle with underboss Danny DiMiglia. DiMiglia is
ruthless and unimaginative, but Parisi is smarter, and when Manny, one of his crew, finds twenty
grand and a page from a hand-drawn map in his fathers abandoned safe deposit box, Parisi
realizes hes got the means to bring DiMiglia down. But first they have to retrieve the other half of
the map, and its in an evidence room at the FBI. While the agents at Global Fish obstruct the FBIHQ
inspector whos just arrived, a female agent is assigned...
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Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple
way and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mor r is Schultz-- Mor r is Schultz

It is not di icult in go through easier to understand. It normally fails to price too much. I am very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
ebook i actually have read through within my personal lifestyle and can be he best publication for ever.
-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV-- Miss Ebony B r a kus IV
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